Drama: Technical Theater AA

Entry

REQUIRED

- DRAMA 111 Introduction to Lighting
- DRAMA 112 Introduction to Stage Makeup
- DRAMA 139 Introduction to Theater
- DRAMA 200 Introduction to Technical Theater
- DRAMA 201 Technical Theater Lab

DVC III

IGETC 3

Plus at least 2 units

Take 2 units (variable unit courses)

TAKE 6 units

- DRAMA 130 Principles of Directing
- ART 105 Drawing I
- ART 107 Figure Drawing I
- ART 138 Sculpture I
- ARTDM 149 Fundamentals of Digital Video
- ENGIN 119 Introduction to Technical Drawing

WORK EXPERIENCE

- DRAMA 295 Occupational Work Experience
- DRAMA 296 Internship in Occupational Work Experience

TAKE 2 units

Plus at least 6 units from:

- ART 102 Introduction to Three-Dimensional Design and Sculpture
- *ART 105 Drawing I
- ART 107 Figure Drawing I
- ART 138 Sculpture I
- ARCHI 119 Introduction to Technical Drawing
- ARCHI 126 Computer Aided Design and Drafting
- *ARTDM 149 Fundamentals of Digital Video
- COMM 124 Voice and Diction
- DRAMA 113 Introduction to Costume Design
- DRAMA 114 Script Analysis
- DRAMA 130 Principles of Directing
- DRAMA 139 Introduction to Theater
- DRAMA 142 Multicultural Perspectives in American Theater
- DRAMA 150 Children’s Theater
- DRAMA 170 Introduction to Musical Theater
- DRAMA 275 Musical Theater Production
- DRAMA 299 Student Instructional Assistant
- *ENGT 119 Introduction to Technical Drawing
- MUSX 120 Live Sound
- SOCI 122 Critical Thinking about Social and Cultural Issues
- *on map currently

Drama: Technical Theater AA

PROGRAM LEARNING OUTCOMES

1. Exhibit the unique collaborative skills necessary to participate in a theater community.
2. Develop the basic skills required in the craft of theater.
3. Demonstrate the ability to articulate the creative process of theatrical tasks.

Careers in

- Theater technician
- Designer
- Film/TV tech
- Production manager
- Technical director

You need to see a Counselor for specific recommendations about courses that will best meet your educational goals. Not all courses on the map are offered every term. Consult the Catalog and the Schedule of Classes for more details.

For information about transferring, see: https://www.dvc.edu/enrollment/transfer/index.html

For information on careers in this field see: https://www.dvc.edu/enrollment/career-employment/index.html
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